have you ever been more hard to receive new idea or something?

actually the note of this time is not talking about hard to receive new idea or something like that. I just follow up my friend message sending when I was become viewer of examination. She was very bad mood and disappointed with her environment. First is just say hello, then she said that she was very not in very good mood. About her job and then how she could explain her difficulties of her life. She said that she need to share her problem with friends. Am I not her friend?

by the way, I just send an message to another my friend and request to begin taking over that my friend problems. but i am very sure that my friend could keep the secret. Not to share with people that would become the issues of the month.

Life is only once. Its more precious to made an achievement in life than we just stick around in our problem. Problem is something that we should hand over and become happy is the result of the action. Happy is just not only in this world but in the heaven. Read our holy book and read hadist to stop crying in the night or something.

Sharing our moment whether it bad or happy is just like a simply click. send a message or voice call, meet new people, happy with friends, going to unusual place, or anything. for her, you just share with every your friends. I think our friends is secret keeper. All we need is trust and open jhearted